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Fridge Almond Cookies

ID Number : 0006

Type : Fridge Cookies

Category : Bakery

Quantity : 35 to 40 Cookies

Time : 15 Min (Preparation),20 Min (Roll/Cut),20-30 Min(Cooking)

Difficulty : 

General Information

This almond cookie looks like a shortbread cookie. It is a fridge cookie, which mean that

you must make a cylinder with the dough, place it in the freezer and then cut it in disks on

the pan. The advantage of this cookie is than you can keep the dough in the freezer a long

time before cooking it. Panning fridge cookies is also more easier than spoon cookies. You

must use real butter for this recipe, else the dough will be too soft.

Ingredients

Qt. Ingredient

1 Cup Butter

1/2 Cup Sugar

2 Cup Flour

1 Cup Almond (sliced or crumbled)

1 Cup Almond Powder

1/4 Ts Salt

Procedures

Whip the butter in cream. If the butter is too hard, melt half of it in the oven then

whip.

1.

Add the sugar while continuing to whip.2.

Then add the salt and the almond powder. Use a spoon to mix.3.

Add the flour. When the dough becomes too hard, use your hands to mix.4.

Finally, add the Almonds and mix completly with your hands.5.

Split the dough in 2 parts and shape each part in a cylinder. Shape according to the

diameter of the cookies you want and to the length of your pastic or metal wrap you

have.

6.

Wrap it in a plastic or metal wrap and roll the cylinder on the table to get a perfectly7.



round cylinder. Place the dough in the freezer. If you want to cook them the same

day, freezing is optional but a frozen dough makes cutting easier.

When you are ready to cook, pre-heat the oven at 375 F (190 C) and place your

oven grill at the 2nd level. Then cut the cylinder into disks around 3/8'' or 9mm

thick. Place them on a non-greased pan.

8.

Place the cookies in the oven and cook them 5 minute sharp, then set the oven to

broil and cook for another 5 minute. When the top of the cookie is golden, the

cookie is ready. Remove from the oven, switch the oven to normal and cook the

next batch.

9.

Variations

Reference Information

Cookie recipe types

Related Recipes

Chocolate Fridge Cookies


